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Abstract

In this report, we present curvature measurements and optical test results for 15 unalu-

minized detector mirrors from Sinclair Glass[1]. By combining the results, we conclude:

mirrors #6, #10, #11 and #12 have excellent quality and are recommended to be the detec-

tor mirrors; mirrors #7 and #9 can be reserved as backups; mirrors #2 and #8 are sent for the

aluminization. Optical tests will be repeated after aluminization, so that reflected spot charac-

teristics can be compared with our first result.

1 Introduction

We received 15 detector mirrors from Sinclair Glass (10 for the order and 5 test samples) in early

June. Our requested dimensions: 60 cm× 55 cm, and radius of curvature: 110 cm. To avoid

imperfections on the back surface, we specified the mirror should not be slumped to touch the

metal mold. This was discussed in our earlier report in January 2011[2].
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It is non-trivial to select the best mirrors. In this report,we will go through different methods

and criteria that are applied to categorize all mirrors in terms of test results.

Our conclusions are drawn on a combination of curvature measurements and optical test results.

The next step is to send off two mirrors for the aluminization, then compare the reflected spot

before and after the aluminization. This feedback will helpus to better understand the reflected

image from the front mirror surface for all mirrors, and makefinal decision on the detector mirrors

and backups.

2 X , Y , Z Coordinate Measurement

2.1 Methodology

A local company named Dumur [3] was hired to map out thex, y, z coordinates for all mirrors.

Their setup is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The equipment in Fig.1 is called a FaroArm; it is a

high precision 3D coordinate measuring system. During the measurement, the mirror was placed

horizontally on top of a grid map and FaroArm sensor was zeroed at a reference corner of the

mirror.

Thex, y grid map contains 360 measuring points: 20 points are in thex direction and 18 are in

they direction. Each measuring point is 3 cm apart in thex andy directions as shown in Fig. 2. The

measuring points did not extend to the corners and edges of the mirror and the maximum coverage

area was the 90% central region. For each measurement, the sensor was manually placed above

a measuring point and dropped down till it gently touched themirror surface, then the FaroArm

system was triggered manually to record thex, y, z coordinates. As the sensor was placed manually

the grid point spacing was slightly irregular.

Once a coordinate map is produced, the conic constant formula is used to fit the data, where

the conic constant formula is given as [5]:
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Figure 1: Sensor equipment used by Dumur to measure a grid of (x, y, z) coordinates for each
mirror.

z =
(x − xoff )

2 + (y − yoff )
2

R +
√

R2 − (1 − κ)[(x − xoff )2 + (y − yoff )2]
+ zoff (1)

wherex y z represent the measured values,xoff yoff zoff are the offset parameters,κ andR are

conic constant and radius. The function will fitxoff , yoff , zoff , R andκ. R andκ will directly

indicate the mirror quality.

The conic constantκ characterizes the curvature shape, as indicated in Fig. 3:

0 < κ < 1 : The curvature is an oblate ellipsoid.

κ = 1 : The curvature is a sphere.

−1 < κ < 0 : The curvature is a prolate ellipsoid.
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Figure 2: Mirror placement during thex, y, z coordinate measurement.

κ = −1 : The curvature is a paraboloid.

κ < −1 : The curvature is a hyperboloid.

In order to optimize the focusing and avoid imperfection, werequested the detector mirrors to

be made in paraboloid shape if at all possible. Thus the expected fitting results areκ ≈ −1 and

R=110 cm.

For the quality categorization, five sets of fits were appliedto the coordinate data, therefore 5

sets ofR andκ values are obtained for each mirror:

90%: Fits all 360 measuring points, which is close to 90% of the central area (1< x <57 cm and

1< y <53 cm).

75% Inner Fit: Fits 75% of the central area (4< x < 56 cm and 4< y <51 cm).
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Figure 3: Plot of different types of curvature for various values for conic constant. [5]

75% Outer Fit: Fits 25% of the area round the edge (x <4 cm orx > 56 cm ory <4 cm or

y >51 cm).

50% Inner Fit: Fits 50% of the central area (7.5< x <52.5 cm and 8.5< y < 46.5 cm).

50% Outer Fit: Fits 50% of the area round the edge (x <7.5 cm orx >52.5 cm andy <8.5 cm

or y >46.5 cm).
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Mirror 90% Fit 75% Inner Fit 75% Outer Fit 50% Inner Fit 50% Outer Fit
# R (cm) κ R (cm) κ R (cm) κ R (cm) κ R (cm) κ
1 118.397 1.95 118.216 1.54 115.360 1.14 120.494 2.59 120.783 2.42
2 113.124 1.06 113.408 0.94 117.905 1.77 113.691 0.78 117.257 1.87
3 117.110 1.70 117.286 1.57 117.289 1.50 118.475 2.34 120.665 2.39
4 122.392 2.29 122.356 1.77 119.559 1.65 123.735 2.39 121.200 2.05
5 113.331 0.76 113.010 0.25 117.868 1.63 114.129 0.49 117.380 1.64
6 112.906 0.94 113.239 0.86 108.735 -0.22 114.824 1.61 115.172 1.30
7 113.538 1.13 114.096 1.15 110.307 0.13 116.257 2.26 116.593 1.68
8 114.325 1.26 114.335 0.96 117.910 1.83 114.158 0.29 115.067 1.33
9 114.372 1.30 115.151 1.39 105.942 -0.67 116.887 2.44 113.365 0.94
10 112.035 0.42 111.684 -0.09 109.045 -0.30 112.131 -0.49 109.484 -0.17
11 111.766 0.75 112.177 0.68 101.524 -1.58 113.095 1.04 110.939 0.40
12 112.117 0.84 112.264 0.62 104.243 -0.98 113.636 1.26 112.183 0.72
13 122.464 2.43 123.174 2.23 113.602 0.60 126.136 2.60 116.069 1.07
14 117.964 1.59 116.901 0.83 118.303 1.60 117.175 0.87 125.126 3.29
15 113.674 1.17 113.717 0.92 115.336 1.31 114.701 1.25 119.361 2.39

Table 1: Radius (R) and Conic Constant (κ) fitting results for 90%, 75% inner, 75% outer, 50%
inner and 50% outer fit, for 15 mirrors. Note: gray high-lighted mirrors have the worst fitting
results, magenta high-lighted mirrors have the best fittingresults.

2.2 Fitting Results

The results for 5 different fits are presented in Tab. 1. The ideal radius (R) and conic constant

(κ) should beR=110 cm andκ ≈ −1. However, the fittedκ values range from -0.5 to 2.6,

which indicates all mirrors have oblate ellipsoid shape rather than paraboloid shape. This should

increase optical aberrations, but Geant4 simulation indicate that the focusing result of oblate mirror

is comparable to the spherical mirror (mirror# 6 fitted parameters were used for the study). The

PMT positions need to be adjusted to optimize the focusing spot for the oblate mirror, the details

of these studies can be found in [4].

A perfect spherically curved mirror withR=110 cm should haveκ=0, its focal length(f ) should

be f=R/2=55 cm. For an oblate ellipsoid mirror, the focal length isshorter due to the oblate-

ness(see Fig. 3). All the detector mirror candidates have radius larger than 110 cm, the positiveκ

value will shorten the focal length to be around 55 cm.
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R andκ fitting results over different areas vs mirror # are plotted in Fig. 4. The average value

of R or κ over all mirrors is plotted as the solid line and±σ limitations are plotted as the dashed

lines, whereσ is the standard deviation. In addition, 6 sets of criteria were introduced to categorize

the mirror quality based on the fitting results:

R Best: Select mirror when all 5R values less than averages (under the solid line) for 5 area fits.

κ Best: Select mirror when all 5κ values less than averages for 5 area fits.

Non-oblate: Select mirror when all 5κ values less than 1.

Average Mirror: Select mirror when all 5R andκ values are less than (avareges+σ
2
) for 5 area

fits

Fitting Sum: Select mirror when the sum of 5 ofR andκ values are less than
∑

averages.

Best Sum: Select mirror when the sum of 5 ofR andκ values are less than
∑

(average−σ).

Tab. 2 shows the criteria and mirror # that passed the condition. Mirror #4, #13 and #14 did not

pass any criteria, therefore they have the lowest quality; mirror#1 has largeR andκ value which

is also considered as low quality mirror. Mirror#2 and #9 areon the boundary line for several

criteria (see Fig. 4), it is necessary to check with the optical test results to further understand their

quality, especially since mirror #9 passed the Best Sum criteria which indicates it is a high quality

mirror. Mirror #6, #7, #10, #11 and #12 passed the most criteria; we conclude these mirrors have

the highest quality in terms of fitted Radius and Conic Constant. Optical tests will be helpful to

confirm the high and low quality mirror results, and categorize the average quality mirrors.
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Figure 4: R andκ fitting result from coordinate measurements for all 15 mirrors. From top to
bottom, it showsR andκ results for 90%, 75% Inner, 75% Outer, 50% Inner and 50% Outerfit.
Note that Red Solid Lines give the average value of all mirrors; red Dashed Lines give 1σ over
and below the averaged value. The expected Radius and Conic Constant:Rexpect=110 cm, and
κexpect=-1.
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Criteria Name Passed Mirror#

R Best 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12
κ Best 10, 11, 12
Non-oblate 10
Average Mirror 6, 10, 11, 12
Fitting Sum 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15
Best Sum 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12

Table 2: Criteria and mirror # passed the condition.

2.3 Fit−Measurement Plots

Ideally, the detector mirrors should have fewer imperfections at the reflecting surface. In order

to check imperfections, we computed the difference plot between the conic constant fit and the

experimental results. The fitted radius andκ are used to generate a perfect oblate shape, then itsz

coordinate is compared with the real measurement at eachx, y measuring point. The difference is

defined as

∆z = zmeasurement − zgenerated . (2)

In general, the central 50% region has small∆z, whereas large∆z only occur along the edges.

The features of all Fit−Measurement plots can be categorized into 4 groups.

In the first group, mirrors have uniformly small∆z for most areas, which indicates that the

reflecting surface contains few imperfections. Differenceplots for mirrors #10, #11 and #12 have

this feature. Fig. 5a shows the Fit−Measurement plot for mirror #10.

In the second group, mirrors have large∆z (|∆z|>0.6 mm) along two opposite edges (corners),

and small∆z (< 0.6 mm) along other edges (corners). Plots for mirrors #2,#5, #6, #7, #8 and #9

have this feature. Fig. 5b shows the Fit−Measurement plot for mirror #6.

In the third group, mirror have large∆z (|∆z|>0.6 mm) along all four edges (corners). Plots

for mirrors #3, #14 and #15 have this feature, and their imperfections are worse than the second

group mirrors. Fig. 5d shows the Fit-Measurement plot for mirror #14.
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In the fourth group,|∆z| is not flat near the central region. Plots for mirrors #13 and #4 have

this feature. Fig. 5c shows the Fit-Measurement plot for mirror #13.

Based on the Monte Carlo Simulation result, reflecting area near the edges are shown to be less

important than the central area. Mirrors from the first and second groups have some imperfections

mostly along the edges, their∆z are relatively small and one of these edges will be outside the

beam envelope. On the other hand, group three mirrors have large ∆z along all four edges and

group four mirrors have imperfections in central region, these mirrors have larger scale imperfec-

tions.

2.4 Uncertainty of Coordinate Measurements

We requested that Dumur remeasure mirrors #10 and #13. This allows the systematic uncertainty

of a single coordinate measurement to be studied. For the 90%area fit of mirror #10: the first

measurementa has fittedR10a=112.04 cm andκ10a=0.42; the second measurementb has fitted

R10b=110.8 cm andκ10b=0.35. We used Eq. 1 to reconstruct thez value for 810 points across the

mirror with both sets of fitting parameters, then compare thedifference∆z = za−zb. The averaged

∆z =0.267 mm andσ =0.166 mm. Similarly, for 90% fit of mirror #13: the first measurementa

has fittedR13a=122.46 cm andκ13a=2.43; second measurementb has fittedR13b=122.56 cm and

κ13b=2.52. The averaged∆z =0.016 mm andσ = 0.033 mm. We used the standard deviation of

∆z of mirror #10 (0.166 mm) to estimate the uncertainty of a single coordinate measurement. The

mirror #10 measurements have larger∆R = R10a − R10b = (112.04 − 110.8)cm = 1.8 cm and

mirror #13 measurements have larger∆κ = κ13b − κ13a = 0.11. The uncertainties forR andκ

are decided to be:±2 cm and±0.15, which are very conservative estimations based on the∆R

and∆κ. Even though the mirror uncertainties are slightly over estimated, they are still not large

enough to challenge the mirror quality conclusion.
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(a) Mirror #10, an example of a mirror with good uniformity (1st group).

(b) Mirror #6, an example of a mirror with large two edges (2ndgroup).

(c) Mirror #13, an example of a mirror with large∆z along 4 corners (3rd group).

(d) Mirror #14, an example of a mirror with poor central region (4th group).

Figure 5: Mirror∆z plots for mirror #6, #10, #13 and #14. Units of the plot are mm.
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Coordinate Measurement Result Summary

From the coordinate measurement fitting results, we conclude that all manufactured HGC mirrors

have oblate elliptical curvature:κ > 0, and their fitted radius of curvature are slightly larger than

desired: R> 110 cm. Mirrors #1, #4, #13 and #14 have the lowest quality in terms of fittedR andκ.

Mirrors #6, #7, #10, #11 and #12 have the highest quality. Optical tests are needed to categorize the

intermediate mirrors. The estimated systematic uncertainty for a singlez coordinate measurement

is δz=±0.166 mm; the uncertainties in the fittedR andκ are±2 cm and±0.15 respectively. From

the Fit-Measurement plots, we learned Mirrors #10, #11 and #12 have the fewer imperfections;

mirrors #2, #5, #6, #7, #8 and #9 have some imperfections along two edges (corners).
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Figure 6: Optical test equipment: 1mW lab laser, a laser splitter and a concave mirror.

3 Optical Test

3.1 Methodology

In this test a 1mW laser beam is used as light source, and it is split to illuminate the whole mirror.

A photograph of the reflected pattern is taken on a small screen at the optimal focusing distance.

The equipment used to split the laser beam is shown in Fig. 6: acombination of laser splitter and

concave lens. The distance between the concave lens and the mirror: SO=624 cm and the mirror to

focused image distance (Si) are also recorded. Then the focal length (f ) can be calculated by the

equation:

1

f
=

1

SO

+
1

Si

. (3)
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3.2 Optical Test Results

In this subsection we present the optical test results. For each mirror, photographs of the reflected

laser beam pattern were taken at the optimal focus point and the horizontal distance (Si) relative

to the mirror was recorded. Due to the various optical aberrations and the fact that the mirror was

not aluminized, reflections were obtained from both the front and back surfaces of the mirror. The

spot shape was complex and not all components focused at the same distance. Thus, there is some

systematic uncertainty in the image distance measurement,aluminization will help to reduce this.

Table 3 showsSi and calculated focal length(FL) using Eq. 3. For a sphericalmirror, thef

should bef = R/2. For an oblate ellipsoid mirror,f < R/2, and theκ value determines the

degree of shortness. We divide the 90% Fitted Radius (FR) from the coordinate measurement by

2, and obtained the focal length for spherical shaped mirror, then compute the difference between

it and the calculated focal length (FL). The results are listed in Table 3. Fig. 7 shows the plot

of 90% fit κ vs (FL−FR/2). From this plot, we can conclude a strong correlation betweenκ and

(FR/2−FL): the more oblate the mirror the shorter the focal length as determined from the optical

test.

Except for mirrors #1 and #13, all other mirrors have focal lengths between 54 and 57 cm, the

measurement uncertainty is 0.5 cm forSi, and 2 cm forSo. Although positiveκ values do not

help to focus light, they bring the focal point closer to the optimised focal point despite the mirrors

having larger radius.

The images of the reflected patterns are shown in Fig. 8, the processed version is in Fig. 9.

GIMP color tools were used to process the original image: thecontrast was increased to +50,

brightness was reduced to -50, red color was filtered out, andthe brightest area was turned into

blue. From the original image, it is very difficult to determine the size and shape of the brightest

area, whereas the processed image shows the brightest area very clearly in blue. Direct observation

confirms mirror #1, #4 and #13 have the poorest quality: thereare huge tails in mirror #1 image,

and the light does not focus for mirrors #4 and #13.
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Figure 7: 90% fitted Conic Constantκ is plotted against the difference between Focal Length and
half of Fitted Radius (FR/2−FL) for 15 mirrors.

The reflected images include the reflection of the back surface where the imperfections are

much worse due to the slumping process, thus it is impossibleto categorize mirrors based only on

their front surface quality. Some quantitative criteria are introduced to help determine the entire

mirror quality using the processed reflection image. The conditions include the intensity, size and

shape of the blue region, also the size and shape of the green region.

The size and shape of the brightest (blue) area are the most important factors to determine the

mirror quality. Tab. 4 shows the number of green pixels, the number of blue pixels and the blue-

green ratio for each mirror from Fig. 9, where the higher pixel number corresponds to the larger

image area. Mirror #1, #4 and #13 have the largest green pixelnumber and smallest blue pixel

number, their blue-green ratio is less than 10%. They are confirmed to be the low quality mirrors.

On the other hand, mirrors #2 and #3 have the smallest green region and the highest blue-green

ratio (larger than 30%). It is difficult to conclude the optical quality of this type of mirrors, thus

other test results are needed to determine the overall quality. All other mirrors have green and blue

pixel numbers around 40000 and 5000, and the blue-green ratio is around 0.13. In terms of shape,
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Mirror #15 has two separate blue regions; mirror #5 has a longstrip for the blue region. The best

blue spots are produced by Mirrors #6, #7, #9 and #11, they have small circular blue spots with few

spikes around them. Surprisingly, with the best coordinatemeasurement result, mirror #10 has a

blue triangular spot at low intensity, the spot size is slightly larger than other high quality mirrors.

Mirror #1, #4, #13 have the largest green region. Mirror #5 and #14’s green regions are much

larger than their blue. Mirror #15 has two focused regions onthe image. Other mirrors have

reasonable good green regions, especially for mirror #2 and#10, which contain no large tail.

Based on the criteria for the image results, we conclude thatmirrors #6, #7, #9 and #11 have

the best optical quality; mirrors #2, #8, #10 and #12 have reasonably good optical quality; mirrors

#3, #5, #14 and #15 have average quality, mirrors #1, #4 and #13 have the worst quality.

The shape of the blue spots for high and average quality mirrors can be classified into two

groups: small blue spot and large blue spot. The small blue spot mirrors include #6, #7, #9,#

8, #11 and #12, their characteristics are: a small circular bright blue spot with few spikes and

tails in the green region. The large blue spot mirrors include #2 and #10, their characteristics are:

a relatively larger blue spot and no tails in the green region. It is difficult to determine which

group represents the better focusing ability, therefore, we decided to send one mirror from each

group for the aluminization. The optical test will be repeated and the reflection of the back surface

should be completely eliminated. The comparison of the reflected pattern before and after the

aluminization for the testing mirror will give us some intuitive hints for the front surface quality

of other mirrors. Mirrors #2 and #8 are the perfect candidates for the initial aluminization test, as

they are average quality mirrors which share the same characteristics with the high quality mirrors,

they will contribute to our understanding of the front surface optical quality for both groups, as

well as the aluminization technique of ECI [6].
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Mirror Si Focal Length Fitted Radius FR/2 FR/2 -FL κ
# (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

1 64.0 58.05 118.40 59.20 1.15 1.95
2 59.5 54.32 113.12 56.56 2.24 1.06
3 61.0 55.57 117.11 58.56 2.99 1.70
4 62.0 56.40 122.39 61.19 4.80 2.29
5 62.5 56.81 113.33 56.67 -0.14 0.76
6 62.5 56.81 112.91 56.45 -0.36 0.94
7 61.5 55.98 113.54 56.77 0.79 1.13
8 61.7 56.15 114.33 57.16 1.01 1.26
9 61.0 55.57 114.37 57.19 1.62 1.30
10 62.5 56.81 112.04 56.02 -0.79 0.42
11 60.5 55.15 111.77 55.88 0.73 0.75
12 61.3 55.82 112.12 56.06 0.24 0.84
13 64.0 58.05 122.46 61.23 3.19 2.43
14 61.0 55.57 117.96 58.98 3.41 1.59
15 60.0 54.74 113.67 56.83 2.10 1.17

Table 3: Si column shows the measurement for mirror to image distance; focal Length column
gives the calculated focal length withSi using Eq. 3; Fitted Radius is the 90% fitted radius from
coordinate measurement; FR/2 is the Fitted Radius/2; FR/2-FL is the difference between half of the
Fitted Radius and Focal Length;κ is the 90% fitted conic constant from coordinate measurement.
Note: gray high-lighted mirrors have the worst optical testing results.

Optical Test Summary

From the optical test results, we extracted focal lengths corresponding to full mirror illumination

and photographed the reflected pattern of the split laser beam. All of the high and average quality

mirrors from the coordinate measurements have focal lengths from 54 cm to 57 cm, with uncer-

tainty±2 cm, which are close to the optimal value. Mirror #6, #7, #9 and #11 have the highest

quality reflected spot, and #2, #8, #10, #12 have reasonably good reflected spot. Mirror #2 and #8

are selected to be aluminized, and optical test will be repeated after the aluminization.
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Figure 8: Return spot image for all mirrors, top left corner is mirror#1.
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Figure 9: Processed return spot image for all mirrors, top left corner is mirror#1.
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Mirror Green Pixel Blue Pixel Blue-Green
# # # Radio

1 58072 5144 0.09
2 30201 11896 0.39
3 20590 14494 0.7
4 84718 6800 0.08
5 38860 5607 0.14
6 36418 5427 0.15
7 40475 5050 0.12
8 39362 6050 0.15
9 42580 5321 0.12
10 35126 5026 0.14
11 48764 5900 0.12
12 40120 4806 0.12
13 87806 1021 0.01
14 36801 5098 0.14
15 43228 7805 0.18

Table 4: Pixel information of Fig. 9. The gray high-lighted mirrors have the lowest blue-green
ratio.

4 Combined Result

Mirror #1: Bad Mirror #1 failed nearly all criteria in coordinate measurement test, it has large

fitted R (118.4 cm) andκ (1.95). The actual focal length is too large (58 cm). Spot image shows

large tails in the green region, and blue region is not focused to a circular spot.

Mirror #2: Alumization Test According to coordinate measurement result, mirror #2 failed

most of the criteria, because its fitted parameters are largefor 75% outer and 50% outer fit. On the

other hand, it has reasonable fitted R (113.1 cm) andκ (1.06) in central region. The optical test

for mirror #2 is better than expectation, there is no large green tail in the image, and blue spot is

focused to a relatively large region (similar to mirror #10). Mirror #2 is the perfect candidate to be

sent for the aluminization, to help understand characteristics of mirror #10.
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Mirror #3: Average Mirror 3 failed most of the criteria for the coordinate measurement test,

it has large fitted R (117 cm) andκ (1.7). From the optical test, mirror #3 has long focal length

(58.56 cm). From the image, the blue region failed to focus toa spot.

Mirror #4: Bad Coordinate measurement and optical tests confirmed mirror#4 is one of the

worst mirrors: large fittedR andκ, large imperfection in the center, the return spot image failed to

focus.

Mirror #5: Average Although mirror #5 failed some strict criteria, its fitted R (113.3 cm) andκ

(0.76) look quite reasonable. The optical result is not as good as the expectation, blue region failed

to focus to a spot. All these results may suggest this mirror has better quality in the center than the

edge.

Mirror #6: Good Mirror #6 passed nearly all criteria for the coordinate measurement test, and

its optical test result looks satisfying. It is considered to be one of the best mirrors.

Mirror #7: Reserve Mirror #7 passed most of the criteria, including the Best Sumcriterion,

which indicates it is a high quality mirror from the coordinate measurement test. The optical focal

length is reasonable (56 cm) and the reflected spot image has high quality.

Mirror #8: Alumization Test Mirror #8 has very similar fittedR andκ to #7 and #9, however it

did not pass the Best Sum criterion. Mirror #8 has the same spot characteristics to #6, #7, #8, #9,

#11 and #12, and it is the most average mirror of the group. Mirror#8 will contribute to understand

the spot image of other mirrors.

Mirror #9: Reserve Mirror #9 passed most of the criteria, including the Best Sumcriterion,

which indicates it is a high quality mirror from the coordinate measurement test. The optical focal

length is reasonable (55.6 cm) and the reflected spot image has high quality.
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Mirror #10: Good Mirror #10 passed all criteria for the coordinate measurement test, it has the

best fitting result and has fewer imperfections. However, its spot image looked different from other

good mirrors, mirror#2 is sent for aluminization to help understand this type of reflected light spot.

Mirror #11: Good Mirror #11 passed nearly all criteria for the coordinate measurement test,

has few imperfections and its optical test result looks satisfying. It is considered to be one of the

best mirrors.

Mirror #12: Good Mirror #12 passed nearly all criteria for the coordinate measurement test,

has few imperfections and its optical test result looks satisfying. It is considered to be one of the

best mirrors.

Mirror #13: Bad Coordinate measurement and optical test both confirmed mirror #13 is one of

the worst mirrors: large fittedR andκ, large imperfections in the center, return spot image does

not focus.

Mirror #14: Low Average Despite reasonably good spot image, mirror #14 has huge fitted R

(118 cm) andκ (1.59). Also the focal length from the optical test is very long (59 cm).

Mirror #15: Average Mirror #15 has average quality according to coordinate measurement test,

the optical image test shows two separate blue regions whichindicate certain parts of the mirror

have bad imperfection.

5 Conclusion

By combining the results of both tests, we conclude: Mirror #6, #10, #11 and #12 have excellent

quality and are recommended to be the detector mirrors; mirror #7 and #9 can be reserved as
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backups; mirror #2 and #8 are sent for test aluminization. The optical test will be repeated after

aluminization of #2 and #8, so that reflected spot can be compared with our first result.
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